GESS impact
– 10 years of GESS

Keep shaping the world
into a better place!
I left Munich with a network
of future leaders I now call
friends and a toolbox to
tackle any problem, small
or billion dollar size.

During GESS I experienced
the highest concentration of
bright international minds in
the room ever. Unbelievable.

490 students from 87 countries

Most common countries of residence
Number of participants

Germany

Mexico

India

China

Italy

USA

74

38

17

11

11

11

10 Years GESS
As we have educated more than 490 students
from more than 87 countries, we conducted
a survey to measure the impact of GESS!

The impact study was conducted by the Social Entrepreneurship Akademie.
Please visit our website for further information: www.globalsummerschool.org

GESS impact

Alumni survey – 109 survey participants

Skills and competencies acquired
90% of participants have “often“ used them

92,2%

84,5%

80,6%

74,8%

Identify
problems quickly

Understanding of
entrepreneurship

Teamwork
skills

Intercultural
skills

You think that the worldʼs
problems are too diﬃcult to
solve? GuESS again!

GESS is about perspective,
which leads to vision, which
combined with discipline
leads to success.

A mind stretched by an
idea can never regain its
original form.

What participants think about GESS

95%

94%

Think they now
have a global
network of young
leaders.

Think they are now
able to develop
innovative solutions
to societal problems.

92%

Think GESS
reinforced their
enthusiasm for
entrepreneurship.

Billion Dollar Projects to Foster Societal Change
The Global Entrepreneurship Summer School (GESS) combines education, entrepreneurship,
and networking for a sustainable development. Talented students from around the globe are
encouraged to tackle society’s problems by entrepreneurial means. After our seven day
program they are equipped with the right toolset, skillset and mindset to contribute to society
with sustainable and innovative solutions.

The impact study was conducted by the Social Entrepreneurship Akademie.
Please visit our website for further information: www.globalsummerschool.org

90%

Think their
expectations
were met.

GESS impact

Alumni survey – 109 survey participants

Reasons to participate in GESS

81,1%

75,5%

67,9%

50,5%

40,6%

Interested in social
entrepreneurship

Network on an
international level

Interested in
entrepreneurship

Interested in
the topic

Planning to start
own enterprise

GESS is the experiential lab for
entrepreneurs: you learn, you make
mistakes, you do, you undo and
you make lifelong connections.

7% Other career paths

14% Founded before GESS

Current and
future founders

GESS has become a worldwide network of young leaders.

20% Founded after GESS

59% Plan to found

95%

are still in
touch with other
participants

If you want to become a better
version of yourself - go to GESS

64%

Participants have a global network of young leaders

Before Participation
After Participation

34%

31%

21%

20%

13%

12%
2%

Strongly
Disagree

0%

Somewhat
Disagree

3%

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

The impact study was conducted by the Social Entrepreneurship Akademie.
Please visit our website for further information: www.globalsummerschool.org
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Agree
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Agree

